Introduction
In this paper, which is a continuation of the considerations contained in the paper [1] , we define the notions of connection and curvature in the principal bundle of differential spaces. It turns out that the great deal of fundamental propositions from the theory of differential manifolds carry over to the theory of differential spaces. For example, following the proof for differential manifolds, we generalize the proposition giving the geometrical interpretation of the Lie bracket of vector fields on differential manifolds to the theory of differential spaces. Moreover we prove that the structure equation of Maurer-Cartan and the Bianchi identity are fulfield on an arbitrary principal bundle of differential spaces with connection. For all basic definitions about bundles, linear bundles and principal bundles in the category of differential spaces we refer to the paper [1] .
Connection on a principal bundle of differential spaces
First of all, we investigate some facts about vector fields on a differential space, what will be usefull in the proof of the structure equation of Maurer-Cartan.
Let i be an action of a Lie group G, with Lie algebra g, on a differential space P, then any element A of a defines a smooth vector field Z. on P given by 1 where w^/S^q) , . . . »^(q)) = S 1 i (t(q) , . . . ,£ m (q)) dt, for c i-l 1 qeV, is a smooth mapping on V. Therefore we obtain that J f is 0 a smooth mapping on B^ Now, using the above lemmas, the well-known considerations of [3] lead us to Proposition 1. Let P be a differential space and X,Y smooth vector fields on P. If X is the vector field generated by an 1-parameter group <p^ of diffeomorphisms of P then we
.An invariant vector field on a principal bundle (P,n,B,G,i) is a vector field Zei(P) such that (i ).Z=Z, for g * any geG.
A set of all invariant vector fields on a principal bundle (P,7r,B,G,i) , denoted by has a Lie IR-algebra structure.
By the same proof like in the theory of differential manifolds [2] we obtain is an epimorphism such that kerir^ = *y(P) • Hence the mapping rr^ restrics to modules isomorphism of (P) into 1(B) inverse of which is called the horizontal lifting for the connection V.
We examine now the horizonal bundle determined by a connection in a principal bundle with a paracompact base space.
Proposition 3. The horizontal bundle (H^n^-jP) determined r n by a connection V in a principal bundle (P,n,B,G,i) with the base of constant differential dimension n is a fibre bundle with typical fibre IR n .
Proof. Let (tt ^UJjf.,) be a chart of the bundle P such As it is known, on a differential space with constant differential dimension, both types of forms may be identified where w is the connection form of V and X,YeI(P), peP^
